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THE STRUCTURE OF AN ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD 

BY H. BATEMAN 

THROOP COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY, PASADENA 

Communicated by A. A. Noyes, March 18, 1918 

1. Starting with the fundamental equations 

bE 
c rot H = -+ pv, div E = p, 

OH 
c rot E =- , div H=0, 

we adopt as an elementary solution 

1 bA 1 bI 
H = rotA, E = -- - VA, 1P = div A + - p = cV', i)t ,I' div A 

- 
-,b c c Ot c ot c ct 

where 

A-= J f(r)V log [s.r-c(t -)]d7, 

A = c f(r) V log [s.r - c (t - r)] dr. 
f= 

- () log [s.r - c t (- r)] r. 

In these expressions s is a unit vector depending on r, r denotes the radius 

vector from the point with co-ordinates ~(r), r1(r) ' (r), to the point with co- 

ordinates x, y, z, while a is defined by the equation 

[x- )] + - 
- 

(a]2+ [y - (a)]2+ [x - (a)].=2 (t- a)2; a ? t. 

The function T is given by the formula 

'= f(a), 

where 

v = '(a) [x - (a)] + ' (a) [y - n (a)] + ' (a) [z - (a)] - C2(t - a). 

This elementary field corresponds to a.state of affairs in which electric 

charges of a concentrated form are created and travel along straight lines with 
the velocity of light, the directions of these lines being specified by the different 

values of the unit vector s. Whenever a concentrated electric charge is cre- 

ated an amount of electricity which will just compensate it is fired out in all 

directions and provides an elementary 'aether' which is the seat of the electro- 

magnetic field of the concentrated charge. A concentrated electric charge 
and its elementary aether lie at any instant on a sphere whose centre is at the 

point where these charges originated'; if now this point moves with a velocity 
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less than the velocity of light the different spheres bearing electricity that exist 
at time t do not intersect and if the arbitrary function f(a) is never zero 
there will be a sphere through each point of space so that our elementary aethers 
will fill the whole of space; if however the function f(a) is sometimes zero, for 

axemple if it'is zero when a is less than ao, then the elementary aethers will 
not fill the whole of space. 

If we subtract from the above field another one of the same type in which 
the unit vector function s has a different value we obtain a field in which 

pV and p are zero except in the neighbourhood of the concentrated electric 

charges, there is thus a cancelling of electricity when the two elementary 
aethers are superposed and we get an aether in the ordinary sense of the 
word. The field is now one in which concentrated charges of opposite signs 
are continually produced by a process of separation analogous to that described 

by Heaviside in 1901. The field thus obtained belongs to the type in which 
there is a rectilinear flow of energy and no accumulation of energy at any point 
of space: the energy in such a field may therefore be regarded as kinetic energy 
or energy of motion. 

The most general field that possesses the property just mentioned and the 
additional property that the volume charge and current in the aether are 
zero outside the singularities of the field is obtained by writing 

M =H + i = cF(a,,) {Va XV:} =iF (a, ) { Va-av 

where ao and / are defined by equations of type 

z-ct =f (a,)+ ( iy) (a, F), z + ct = g(a,O ) - iY O(a,)' 

f, g and 0 being arbitrary functions of a and /. It may be remarked that 
M.M = 0 and that 0 is a solution of the wave equation. 

In all the fields of the above type electricity or magnetism travels along 
straight lines with the velocity of light (the case of a plane wave of light 
is, however, an exception). To obtain fields in which electricity or mag- 
netism travels with a velocity less than that of light we must superpose fields 
of the above type in such a way that there is a cancelling of nearly all the 
concentrated electric or magnetic charges. It is fairly easy to prove that 
the. field of an isolated electric pole moving with a velocity less than that of 
light can be regarded as the limit of two superposed radiant fields of the type 
obtained by subtracting two of our elementary solutions. According to this 
idea the electricity at an electric pole is continually being renewed, moreover, 
it is the electric charge itself which is directly responsible for the effects pro- 
duced at a distance, but to understand fully the production of these effects 
we must consider how this' charge is constituted remembering how the field 
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was built up from four of pur elementary fields. It is important to notice in 
this connection that the volume density of electricity and electric current 
in an elementary field are independent of the direction in which the concen- 
trated charges move; this simplifies matters when we want to ascertain the 
structure of the aether for an electric pole that is built up in a specified way. 

When a number of radiant fields are superposed a cancelling of concentrated 
electric charges seems to be necessary in order that the principle of the con- 
servation of energy may hold and in order that steady states of motion may be 

possible. Even if the cancelling is not complete everywhere it must at least 
be sufficient to prevent any free electricity from going to infinity. If this 
less stringent condition is adopted it is possible to admit fields in which the 

charge associated with an electric pole fluctuates slightly and electric charges 
are fired from one electric pole to another. It may be possible to explain 
gravitation in this way for it will soon be realised that the necessary fluctua- 
tion of charge is exceedingly small. The question may also be raised whether 
it is necessary for there to be a complete cancelling of the charges in the ele- 

mentary aethers when a number of elementary fields are superposed. If the 
answer is in the negative the volume densities of electricity and convection 
current will be derivable from a function T which satisfies the wave-equation 
at points not occupied by matter. 

Summing up the essential features of the present theory, we may say that 
all electric charges are supposed to really travel along rectilinear paths with 
the velocity of light; this implies that when electricity appears to move with a 
smaller velocity it is made up of different entities at different times being 
constantly renewed so to speak. The fact that an electric charge which has 
been moving along a rectilinear path with the velocity of light has no sur- 

rounding field2 is quite consistent with the present view, for all electric charge 
arises from electric separation3 and its aether is created in the process, conse- 

quently an electric charge which has moved along a rectilinear path for all 
time with the velocity of light would have no aether to support a field. 

When we admit the mathematical possibility that the electric charges in 
the universe have not existed in the free state for the whole of time we find 
that it is by no means certain that the aether fills the whole of space and this 
raises some interesting philosophical questions. Some of the logical diffi- 
culties4 in the ideas of contact action and action at a distance are avoided 
in the present theory because an electric charge at a point P produces an 
effect at a distance point Q for the simple reason that either a portion of the 

charge itself, or a portion of the compensating charge that was created at the 
same'time, actually goes to Q and helps to produce the particle that is acted 

upon, or rather the entity that represents the particle at the moment under 
consideration. 

Passing on to a brief consideration of some more familiar types of fields 
we shall superpose the fields of point charges using Lienard's potentials 
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e v(a) e c A=-= - ,CD - _.= 
47r v 4r v 

We shall be interested chiefly in the effect of an operation analogous to differ- 
entiation. Let us suppose that the co-ordinates of the point charge at time 
a depend on a parameter 3 as well as a and let b denote the vector with com- 

ponents b0/0b, 6b7//6, b'/baj, then if f is a function of a and 3 it is easy to 

prove that 

a {A _ 1 f div 
a0V/ v aft v 

When f = bco (a, 1)/ba this formula may be written in a more convenient 
form by making use of the relations 

aX(v)% + 8(v + f 4- = o 

, b. , b 
, 

b =b b 
ax y +r -z + at = 

a 

where the operators in the last equation are supposed to act on a function of 
a and 3. 

We thus obtain the equation 

c ((<,7)]o (, ) ri>(c,a)i v [Of ajx _v a, (La) by _vY (P,a) z v_,b(oa)j tl 0va (,_a)_ 

In particular we have 

a: 
4TLa' J y - v J az ( ___ ec [Q _ Ti (0 ( 

64 4rl bx vf3,/by tv b6z v' 6-j3 

Writing p = eb/47r, we find that for an electric doublet of moment 47rp the 
electric potentials are 

A=ro X( P) } {c p},= div{p}. 

This of course is a simple generalisation of the well known result due to Hertz 
and Righi. 

It is well known and easy to verify that the same electromagnetic field 
may be derived from the magnetic potentials. 

B = - c rot{ } 
1 t 

-( X p)}, 
= div{ (v X p) c ( v 
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with the aid of the formulae 

E = rot B, H=1 - + V2. 
c bt 

Let us now write 

1 bL 
M = H + iE = i rot L - - + VA, 

c o^ 

5G 
L=B- iA= + icrotG, A-= Q-i= - cdivG; bt 

then in the case of an electric doublet we have 

G [ p+ (vXp)] 

To obtain the field of a magnetic doublet we write iq instead of p for the field of 
a magnetic pole of strength A is derived from the magnetic potentials 

B_ U v Q = _ c 
47r v 4r 

If m= q - ip and 

G --[m -(v Xm)] (a) say, 

the derived field is that of an electric doublet and magnetic doublet which 
move together. When the vector g is given it is easy to determine the moment 

4wrp of the electric doublet and the moment 47rq of the magnetic doublet. 
The function g(a)/ v may be regarded as analogous to the fundamental 

potential function 1/r of electrostatics and Hertzian functions of higher order 

may be derived from it by differentiation just as potential functions involving 
spherical harmonics are derived from 1/r by differentiation according to 
a method developed by Maxwell. 

Let us regard ~, r7, ', g as functions of a and a parameter 3 then we obtain 

by differentiation a new Hertzian function whose x-component is 

Gx -= {gX()}() - -- div . 

It should be noticed that this expression for Gx contains differentiation with 

regard to x, y and z but not t so that there is apparently a lack of symmetry. 
This is due to the fact that a is taken to be independent of F; we can easily 
introduce a term involving a differentiation with regard to t by making use 
of the identity 

1 
f' (a)div ) 

but it is generally simpler and more convenient to retain the former expression. 
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The process of differentiation may be carried out any number of times 
with respect to different parameters using formulae of differentiation analogous 
to the above. When the various derivatives are added together the result 
indicates that the natural generalisation of a series of spherical harmonics of 
form 

So(e,) +S i(e) ( + , S2 ) + 
r r2 r3 

is the following type of series of Hertzian functions, of different orders 

gO aOa .bobb2\ . . . CoCC2C3 G = -+ div (-- ) + diddv (bbb2) +divdiv div C)2C3 +. 

Here go, ao, al, bo, bi, b2 .... are arbitrary vector functions of a. It should be 
remarked that the vector with suffix n is treated as the vector in forming the 
n divergence while the other vectors are treated for the moment as scalar 
quantities. The product of k vectors which occurs in the (k + l)th term is 
to be regarded as a tensor of the kth order with k components each of which is 
a product of components of the separate vectors; there appear to be enough 
arbitrary functions in a sum of products of this type with k = 0, 1, 2, ...., K 
for the representation of the sum of a number of Hertzian functions up to 
order K. 

As each shell of electricity moves outwards it induces a secondary separation of elec- 
tricity so that electricity flows back to a new position of the primary singularity (~, 7a, ') 
and tends to maintain the electric separation. The volume density of the compensating 
electricity created at the primary singularity isthus not p but is proportional to '/r, it is this 
electricity which is regarded as forming the elementary nether associated with the primary. 
singularity and it is this electricity which, on account of its displacement from the concen- 
trated charge, is directly responsible for the field. 

2 See for instance Wilson, E. B., Washington Acad. Sci., 6, 1916, (665-669). 
3 Larmor, J., London, Proc. Mathe. Soc., 13, 1913, p. 51. 
4 Whitehead, A. N., The Anatomy of some Scientific Ideas, The Organization of Thought, 

London, 1917, p. 182. 
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